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Quark Orbital MotionQuark Orbital Motion
Spin Sum Rule implies significant angular
momentum of quarks and gluons in nucleon

Should lead to observable differences in TMD of
up and down quarks.

In, for example, di-quark models, large difference
in up and down spin distributions expected, and
smaller difference in spin-averaged PDFs

SIDIS is a good way to probe these effects
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kT-dependent SIDIS

pt = Pt – z kt  +
O(kt

2/Q2)

p

m

xTMD

TMDu(x,kT)
 f1,g1,f1T ,g1T 
 h1, h1T ,h1L ,h1 

Final transverse momentum of the
detected pion  Pt arises from
convolution of the struck quark
transverse momentum kt with the
transverse momentum generated during
the fragmentation pt.

Linked to framework of Transverse Momentum Dependent Parton Distributions
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Unpolairzed kT-dependent SIDIS
In framework of Anselmino et al, described in
terms of convolution quark distribution f and
one or more fragmention functions D, each

with own characteristic width
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kT-dependent SIDIS

data fit assuming Cahn
(kinematic) effect

EMC (1987) and Fermilab (1993) data
(assuming µ0

u
 = µ0

d)

Azimuthal dependence crucial to separate
out kinematic effects (Cahn effect) from

interesting twist-2 correlations
and higher twist effects
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Probe π+, π-,and π0 final states

Use both proton and neutron targets

Combination allows separation, in principle,
of quark width from fragmentation widths

A first example from Jlab at 6 GeV
shown on next slide from Hall C.

Flavor Dependence
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Spin-averaged SIDIS vs Pt (Jlab 6 GeV)

Pt dependence very similar for proton and deuterium targets,
but deuterium slopes systematically smaller?
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Fit for 4 widths (and d/u,D+/D-)
Simple model, host of assumptions (factorization valid, fragmentation
functions do not depend on quark flavor, transverse momentum widths
of quark and fragmentation functions are gaussian and can be added
in quadrature, sea quarks are negligible,  assume Cahn effect, etc.) 

(µ+)2 ~ width of D+(z,pt),  (µ−)2 ~ width of D-(z,pt),
(µu)2 ~ width of  u(x,kt),   (µd)2 ~ width of  d(x,kt)

d vrs u

+ vrs u

- vrs +

- vrs d
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Transverse momentum dependence of SIDIS
Simple model, host of assumptions (factorization valid, fragmentation
functions do not depend on quark flavor, transverse momentum widths
of quark and fragmentation functions are gaussian and can be added
in quadrature, sea quarks are negligible,  assume Cahn effect, etc.) 

(µ+)2 ~ width of D+(z,pt),  (µ−)2 ~ width of D-(z,pt),
(µu)2 ~ width of  u(x,kt),   (µd)2 ~ width of  d(x,kt)

Many authors believe these widths to be of order 0.25
GeV2  these numbers are close! But … is the transverse
momentum distribution of up quarks really far smaller than
for down quarks??? Or, is there something very wrong in
our simple model (higher twist, sea quarks, etc. etc.?
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Lattice calculations (P.Hagler GPD2006) confirm large BM function!

Spin of proton
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WHAT IS NEEDED

Much more data in many bins in
z, Q2, x, Pt, ε, and azimuthal angle

Need study of diffractive ρ contribution,
dependence on missing mass Mx, …

Some already taken with Jlab CLAS 6 GeV

Much more posible with 12 GeV upgrade,
espeically with CLAS 12 (Halll B).
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CLAS12: Kinematical coverage

Large Q2 and MX accessible with CLAS12 are
important for separation of higher twist contributions

Q2>1
W2>4
y<0.85
MX>2

SIDIS
kinematics

eπX

Track resolution:
δp (GeV/c)     0.003p + 0.001p2 

δq (mr) < 1  
δφ (mr) < 3
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WHAT IS PLANNED

Accurate neutron/proton ratios for SIDIS
pion and kaons with CLAS in many bins

Extentise data with longitudinally and
transversly polarized protons and deuterons
uwing CLAS6 and CLAS12 (maybe HD)

Accurate π+/π- (and K+/K-) ratios for proton
and deuteron using spectrometers Hall C

ε-depdendence using spectrometers Hall C
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RDIS

Conclusion:
“data both
consistent
with R = 0
and R = RDIS”

Most precise
data at Q2 =
1.2 GeV2 are
from mid-z
region. Hint
of larger R
at large z?

σL/σT  in SIDIS: ep  e’hX
Cornell data of 70’s (only available data until 12 GeV)
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For comparison, quality of projected 12-GeV data

Scans in z are
proposed at Q2 =
2.0 (x = 0.2) and
4.0 GeV2 (x = 0.4)
 should settle
the behavior of
σL/σT for large z

Proposed data
cover range Q2

= 1.5 – 5.0 GeV2,
with data for
both H and D at
Q2 = 2 GeV2

RDIS

RDIS (Q2 = 2 GeV2)
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Pt dependence of polarized quark distributions

Can access through meaurements of g1
for π+, π-, and π0 final states from proton
and neutron

Some already taken with Jlab CLAS at 6
GeV. More data coming in 2009.
Average Q2 and W rather low. Data
averaged over phi, z, Q2, x for now
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PT-dependence of proton g1/F1 (A1)
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FIRST RESULTS SURPRISING

Average of π+ and π- equals π0, as
expected in factorized model

But slopes opposite sign for π+ (mainly u
quarks) and π- (d quarks)

Similar but smaller effects expected in
di-quark model.
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STUDIES WITH 6 and 12 GEV CLAS

Huge increase in kinematic range and
statistical accuracy is planned. Phi
dependence versus Pt of particular interest.

If tests with polarized HD target succesful,
even bigger improvements possible.

New data will permit separaation of leading
and higher twsit contributions, test regions
where factorization applicable, and study
effect of diffractive ρ production, among
other possibilities.
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initial
quark

scattered
quark

A1-PT-dependence

PT-dependence of double spin asymmetries provide access to difference in
kT-distributions of quarks with spin orientations along and opposite to the proton spin.

 hep-ph/0608048
µ0

2=0.25GeV2

µD
2=0.2GeV2
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initial
quark

scattered
quark

A1-PT-dependence

PT-dependence of the cosφ moment of double spin asymmetry is consistent with
significant  difference in  kT-distributions of polarized and unpolarized quarks

 hep-ph/0608048
µ0

2=0.25GeV2

µD
2=0.2GeV2
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Collins Effect and Kotzinian-Mulders Asymmetry
sin(2φ)

Study the Collins fragmentation with long.  polarized target.
Measure the twist-2 Mulders TMD (real part of interference
of L=0 and L=1 wave functions)

σUL ~
KMlongitudinally polarized

target
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Summary

High precision SIDIS measurements with
unpolarized, longitudinally and transversely
polarized target will provide important
complementary information on quark
transverse momentum and spin correlations.

Study of transverse momentum distributions
of final state hadrons in SIDIS will provide
important insight into orbital motion of
partons, the understanding of which is crucial
for a complete picture of proton going beyond
the simple collinear partonic presentation.


